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Abstract
We propose a model of TeV-scale resonant leptogenesis based upon recent mod-
els of the generation of light neutrino masses from supersymmetry-breaking effects
with TeV-scale right-handed (rhd) neutrinos, Ni. The model leads to large cosmo-
logical lepton asymmetries via the resonant behaviour of the one-loop self-energy
contribution to Ni decay. Our model addresses the primary problems of previous
phenomenological studies of low-energy leptogenesis: a rational for TeV-scale rhd
neutrinos with small Yukawa couplings so that the out-of equilibrium condition for
Ni decay is satisfied; the origin of the tiny, but non-zero mass splitting required
between at least two Ni masses; and the necessary non-trivial breaking of flavour
symmetries in the rhd neutrino sector. The low mass-scale of the rhd neutrinos and
their superpartners, and the TeV-scale A-terms automatically contained within the
model offer opportunities for partial direct experimental tests of this leptogenesis
mechanism at future colliders.
1 Introduction
The seesaw mechanism [1] and the associated mechanism of leptogenesis [2] are very
attractive means to explain the origin of the small neutrino masses and the baryon
asymmetry of the universe. However they are very hard to directly test, and at
present we have at best only weak circumstantial evidence that they are correct.
The primary difficulty is that the new particles that they involve have masses far
beyond experimental reach. In particular, in the standard realisation of the seesaw,
the current lower bound for successful leptogenesis on the mass of the lightest right-
handed neutrino N1 is MN1 > 5 · 108 GeV [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].1 Moreover the seesaw
models contain many more parameters than there are low energy observables which
could constrain them. For the standard seesaw-extended standard model with three
right-handed neutrinos there are 18 parameters to be compared with 7 observables
in the light neutrino mass matrix. (However, in its supersymmetric version with the
non-trivial assumption of soft terms universality, rare lepton flavor changing and/or
CP violating processes can give access to more parameters [13, 14].)
Given this lack of direct evidence in favour of the standard mechanisms, it is
important to consider possible low-energy, TeV-scale alternatives to, or variations
of the standard seesaw leptogenesis mechanism, especially if they are testable. Ad-
ditionally, such a mechanism could have the advantage of not requiring assumptions
about the thermal history of the universe up to energy scales as high as 1010 GeV,
as is usually the case, far above the temperature of the last epoch that has been
tested, the epoch of nucleosynthesis at the MeV scale. Moreover this would allow
one to avoid the potential problems of the creation of dangerous relics, such as the
gravitino, in too large a number at higher temperature.
To build such a low-energy leptogenesis model is however a difficult task, es-
sentially for the following reasons (for more details see [6]). First, low scale seesaw
neutrino masses require tiny couplings and therefore generically induce too small a
CP asymmetry. Second, low scale means small Hubble constant which also requires
tiny couplings in order that the decay of the particle at the origin of the asymmetry
is not in thermal equilibrium. Third, a small Hubble constant requires in addition
that the various scatterings which can suppress the asymmetry be under control.
In particular, at such a low scale, the very fast gauge scatterings strongly prefer
that the decaying particle be a singlet of all low energy gauge symmetries. To avoid
these problems, and limiting ourselves to standard thermal leptogenesis, one can
think about three possibilities with decaying singlet particles: a large degeneracy of
masses between the decaying particles [9, 10, 11, 6, 12, 8]; a hierarchy between the
couplings of real and virtual heavy particles in the one loop leptogenesis diagrams
(see [6]); or three body decays of the heavy particles with suppressed two body
1This bound holds for hierarchical rhd neutrinos assumed to be in thermal equilibrium before
decaying. It can be relaxed to MN1 > 2 · 107 GeV if the lightest rhd neutrino is assumed to be the
dominant species populating the universe at the end of inflation from the decay of the inflaton [7].
It can also be relaxed if the spectrum of rhd neutrinos is not highly hierarchical [8], or if they are
quasi-degenerate in mass [9, 10, 11, 6, 12, 8].
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Figure 1: Self-energy diagram for the right-handed neutrino decay.
decays [6].
In this letter we will consider the first possibility that two or more particles are
quasi degenerate.2 In this case the asymmetry can be significantly enhanced through
a resonant behaviour of the propagator of the virtual heavy particle in the leptoge-
nesis self-energy diagram, Fig. 1. As far as we are aware this is the only mechanism
which can work at low scale within the standard leptogenesis model. However this
framework still suffers from various significant difficulties: 1) As already mentioned
above, at a scale as low as 1-10 TeV, neutrino mass constraints and the out-of
equilibrium condition on the decay width require tiny Yukawa couplings of order
∼ 10−6 − 10−7, and such small couplings need explanation. 2) In order to com-
pensate the large suppression of the asymmetry induced by these tiny couplings, an
extremely tiny mass splitting is required between two right-handed neutrino masses.
The degree of degeneracy required has to be of order the value of the decay width
to mass ratio, which implies that (MN1 −MN2)/(MN1 +MN2) < 10−10 [12]. Such a
tiny splitting, if not physically motivated, can be considered as a fine-tuning. 3) In a
generic seesaw model there is no explanation why the right-handed neutrinos would
have such a small mass (MN ∼ TeV), just around the present experimentally reach-
able mass scale. 4) Finally, the tiny Yukawa couplings imply that the right-handed
neutrino production cross sections are very suppressed, the right-handed neutrinos
are not observable, and the model is not testable even if is located at a low scale.
Here we construct a resonant leptogenesis model which possesses a natural explana-
tion of the first three problems and is in addition partially testable at future collider
facilities such as the LHC. It arises in the framework of the MSSM with L-violating
soft supersymmetry breaking.
Finally we note that recently a phenomenological Froggat-Nielsen type model has
been proposed in [12] which gives splittings naturally of order the decay width and
therefore leads naturally to a large asymmetry too. Our model differs considerably
from the one studied in Ref.[12].
2Also in the context of broken supersymmetric theories, Ref.[15] considers an alternative TeV-
scale leptogenesis mechanism based upon hierarchical soft A-terms.
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2 The model
The most attractive suggested solution to the µ problem of supersymmetric theories
is to invoke a symmetry to forbid the supersymmetry-preserving µHuHd superpoten-
tial term; the presence of the µ term in the low-energy MSSM effective Lagrangian
is explained as the result of an intermediate scale (mI) supersymmetry breaking
expectation value within a higher-dimensional, 1/MPlanck-suppressed operator [16].
It has been recently emphasized [17, 18] that such a symmetry can also suppress the
masses and interactions of the right-handed neutrinos in the same way (for related
work see [19]). This mechanism leads to TeV scale right-handed neutrinos with tiny
Yukawa couplings which, in addition naturally lead to phenomenologically success-
ful light Majorana neutrino masses [17, 18], and an explicit and simple realization
of this idea has been recently constructed [18].
The mechanism of Ref.[18] is based on the existence of two heavy standard model
singlet fields: Xij which carries a flavour structure (i, j = 1, 2, 3), and, Y , which is
flavor blind.3 In this model the various particles have the following R-charge pattern:
X and Y have charges 4/3, the Ni have charge 2/3, the right-handed charged lepton
superfields Ei have charge 2 and Hu, Hd and Li all have R-charge equal to 0, and
the usual R-parity is assumed, with in addition Rp(X) = Rp(Y ) = +1. This leads
to the following allowed Ni-dependent interactions in the superpotential
LWN =
∫
d2θ
(
g
Xij
MP
LiNjHu + g
′ Y
MP
LiNiHu + . . .
)
, (1)
while the set of Kahler terms involving the right-handed Ni fields are
LKN =
∫
d4θ
(
h
Y †
MP
NiNi + hB
Y †Y X†ij
M3P
NiNj + hx
XikX
†
kjY
†
M3P
NiNj + . . .
)
, (2)
with MP = 1/
√
8piGN ∼ 2 · 1018 GeV the reduced Planck mass. We will take both
types of dimensionless couplings (g’s and h’s) to be of order one. In addition, we
assume that after supersymmetry breaking in the hidden sector, the field Y (X)
acquires a F (A) component vacuum expectation value but no A(F ) component:
〈Y 〉F = FY = fYm2I , 〈Xij〉A = AXij = aXijmI , 〈Y 〉F = 〈Xij〉A = 0 , (3)
This then results in the following interactions of the softly broken right-handed
neutrino-extended-MSSM (see e.g. [21, 22]):
L =
∫
d2θ
(
λijLiNjHu+MNNiNi+∆MNijNiNi
)
+AL˜in˜ihu+B
2
ijn˜in˜j + . . . , (4)
3For simplicity in this paper we simply assume flavour-blind Y couplings. This can result from a
flavour symmetry. We leave the discussion of the various symmetry patterns to a future publication
[20].
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where n˜i are the rhd sneutrino fields, L˜i is the lhd slepton doublet, hu is the up-
type Higgs scalar doublet, and the omitted terms include the usual soft scalar mass
terms. In eq. (4) we have from eqs. (1-3)
λij = gaXij(m3/2/MP )
1/2 ∼ 10−7 − 10−8,
MN = hfYm3/2 ∼ 1TeV ,
∆MNij = hxaXika
†
XkjfYm
2
3/2/MP ∼ 10−3 eV ,
A = g′fYm3/2 ∼ 1TeV ,
B2ij = hBf
2
Y a
s
Xij(m
5
3/2/MP )
1/2 ∼ 10−3GeV2
(5)
where the relations hold assuming g, h, aX and fY to be of order unity with m3/2 ≃
1 TeV, that is to say taking mI =
√
m3/2MP ∼ 1011 GeV as we expect in hidden-
sector models.4
In this Lagrangian since the Yukawa couplings λ are of order 10−7 − 10−8 for
MN of order TeV, the seesaw induced neutrino masses will be in general of order
mν ∼ λ2v2/MN ∼ 10−5-10−3 eV. As argued in Ref.[18] this could eventually explain
the solar data but is to small to explain the atmospheric data. However at the one
loop level the B term together with the large A terms and gauge interactions induce
neutrino masses naturally of order the atmospheric lower bound on neutrino masses
for the heaviest neutrino ν3, mν3 >
√
δm2atm ∼ 0.05 eV. This one loop contribution
to the neutrino masses is of size
mloopν ∼
αw
96pi
m9Iv
2
M5m5susy
≃ 10−2eV− 10−1eV , (6)
and has flavour structure set by the lepton-number violating B-term mass, B2ij, for
the sneutrinos as given in eq. (5), see Refs.[17, 18]. Since the resulting light neu-
trino mass matrix is of exactly the same symmetric Majorana structure as in usual
supersymmetric see-saw models, the counting of the Dirac and Majorana phases in
mloopν is identical.
Note that since the Y field is flavour blind the spectrum of right-handed neutri-
nos is degenerate at leading order, with only tiny splittings of order 10−15 − 10−17
generated by the higher-order term XikX
†
kjY
†NiNj. This term comes from two con-
tributions at the same order in 1/MP : the tree level hx contribution of eq.(2) and
the one-loop contribution of Fig.2 induced by the Yukawa couplings, λij. These
4Note that there is no automatic vacuum stability problem implied by the A-terms. The
metastability condition [23] requires that |A|2 is smaller than the sum of lhd and rhd sneutrino
and up-like Higgs soft mass-squareds, and this can easily be accommodated in our model by
a modest suppression of A. Successful resonant leptogenesis puts no lower bound on A, while
the required neutrino masses can be accommodated by, eg, Suppressing A and enhancing B by
factors of O(few) from the order-of-magnitude values given in eq. (5). The probability during the
lifetime of the Universe of a single tunneling event to the true vacuum can be estimated to be P
∼ H−4M4
3/2e
−S4, where S4 ∼ 46(M3/2/A)2, see section 5.3 of Ref.[24]. For reasonable values of
the ratio M3/2/A this probability is vanishingly tiny.
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contributions give5
M correctedNij = MN
[
Iij + β
(
aXa
†
X + a
∗
Xa
T
X
)
ij
]
(7)
with β ∼ m3/2
hMP
(
hx +
g2
16pi2
log
MP
MN
)
∼ 10−15. (8)
It is also important to stress that if there exists any other hidden sector flavour
non-singlet field, Zij , with symmetry properties different from Xij , then irrespective
of these symmetry properties, the additional Kahler term
L ∋
∫
d4θ
1
M3P
hzZikZ
†
kjY
†NiNj + O(1/M4Planck) (9)
cannot be forbidden. The addition of such a term does not in any way disturb the
nice properties of the above model for neutrino masses. However, if Zij (similarly
to Xij) has no F-term but a A term, 〈Zij〉A = aZijmI , an additional low-energy
effective interaction emerges:
L ∋ m
2
3/2
MP
hzaZika
†
Zkj
f †Y
∫
d2θNiNj + O(1/M2P ). (10)
This results in a total rhd neutrino mass matrix of the form
MRN =MN
[
I+ β(aXa
†
X + a
∗
Xa
T
X) + γ(aZa
†
Z + a
∗
Za
T
Z)
]
(11)
with MN and β given by eqs. (5) and (8), and
γ =
hzfY
h
m3/2
MP
∼ 10−15. (12)
The β- and γ-dependent terms are irrelevant for neutrino masses, but as we will
show in the next section can be relevant for leptogenesis.
3 Resonant leptogenesis
From the Lagrangian of eqs. (4) and (10) we can now analyze the mechanism of
leptogenesis that results. First, since the A terms are of order m3/2, that is to
say of order unity at the MN˜i scale, they will put the right-handed sneutrinos in
deep thermal equilibrium. Therefore the decay of the sneutrinos cannot lead to the
creation of a large asymmetry. The right-handed neutrinos on the other hand have
tiny effective Yukawa couplings of order 10−7− 10−8 and therefore will be naturally
out of equilibrium, independent of the situation for the sneutrinos. In addition,
the small Yukawa couplings of the right-handed neutrinos implies that the usual
5For simplicity we have not performed a RG resummation of the logarithms in eq. (8). For an
example of such a procedure in the context of resonant leptogenesis, see Ref.[25].
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leptogenesis vertex diagram leads to a far too small asymmetry (i.e. εNi ∼ λ2/8pi <
10−15), and therefore it can be neglected. On the other hand, the self-energy diagram
of Fig.1 for the rhd neutrinos, although also suppressed by Yukawa couplings, can
be enhanced by a resonance effect if the mass splittings are naturally tiny. The Ni
asymmetry in this case is [11, 12, 8]:
εi = −
∑
j 6=i
Mi
Mj
Γj
Mj
IijSij , (13)
where
Iij =
Im [(λλ†)2ij ]
|λλ†|ii|λλ†|jj , Sij =
M2j∆M
2
ij
(∆M2ij)
2 +M2i Γ
2
j
, Γj =
|λλ†|jj
8pi
Mj . (14)
In the model of eqs. (4) and (10), the lowest order 1/MP contribution to the right-
handed neutrino masses is flavor blind, eq. (5), so the right-handed neutrino split-
tings vanish, which in turn leads to a vanishing asymmetry. However, as we ex-
plained above, at the next order in 1/MPlanck, there are two sources of mass de-
generacy breaking, eq.(11), one from the term XikX
†
kjY
†NiNj/M
3
P , and a second
contribution of the same, small size, but with in general different flavour structure,
from the Zij-dependent term of eq. (10).
It is important that the tiny mass splittings thus induced among MNi mass
eigenstates are of the same parametric size as the Yukawa-coupling-induced decay
width of these massive states. Thus the propagator of the virtual rhd neutrinos in
the self energy diagrams, eq.(14), will be naturally at the resonance or close to it. In
more detail both contributions lead generically to mass splittings and decay widths
of order
∆M2ij ∼ m23/2
m3/2
MP
and Γi ∼
m3/2
8pi
m3/2
MP
(15)
which therefore leads to
Sij ∼ MP
m3/2
∼ Mi
8piΓi
(16)
and therefore to a possible total asymmetry of size εi ∼ Iij/8pi which can be as
large as 1/8pi assuming there are non non-trivial cancellations within Iij (see [8]).
To address this last issue it is necessary to diagonalise the MRN mass matrix and to
calculate the corresponding asymmetry in the mass eigenstates basis. To this end
let us consider the two cases, γ = 0, and γ 6= 0.
4 Single source of flavour breaking: The γ = 0 case
This pattern gives mass splittings naturally at the resonance as explained above
but nevertheless turns out to result in Iij = 0 leading to a vanishing asymme-
try. This can be seen in the following way: Since the mass matrix of Eq.(11) is
real and symmetric it can be diagonalised by a real orthogonal matrix O giving
6
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Figure 2: Self-energy contribution to eq. (11).
O[aXa
†
X + (aXa
†
X)
T ]OT = D where D is a real diagonal matrix. Furthermore writ-
ing O(aXa
†
X)O
T ≡ D/2 + C it is simple to check that C is a purely imaginary
antisymmetric matrix. The one-loop mass eigenstate Yukawa couplings, λ(1), are
therefore related to the tree level couplings, λ, via a flavour rotation λ(1) = Oλ.
Upon substitution of the mass-eigenstate basis Yukawa’s into the Iij of eq.(13) we
obtain Iij ∼ Im[(λ(1)λ(1)†)2ij ] ∝ Im[(OaXa†XOT )2ij] ∝ Im[(D/2 + C)2ij ] = 0, for i 6= j.
Thus we learn that a single source of flavour breaking as contained in the Yukawa
couplings can lead to non-trivial mass splittings among the Ni, but does not lead to
any CP-violation. Intuitively this is not too surprising since the self energy diagram
of Fig. 1 is the same as the one in the leptogenesis self-energy diagram, Fig. 2.
Note that, in the context of the ordinary see-saw extended SM, the possibility of
one-loop induced resonant leptogenesis has been considered in Ref. [26], for a phe-
nomenological case with two right-handed neutrinos with MN1 =MN2 but different
Yukawa couplings, and it was claimed that this leads to a naturally large resonantly
enhanced asymmetry. However in this calculation it appears that the numerator of
the asymmetry has been calculated with the tree level Yukawa couplings. Since the
full, one-loop corrected masses differ from the tree level ones only by a small amount,
one might expect that it is a good approximation not to include the full one-loop
correction that arises from going to the mass eigenstate basis. However since the
tree level masses are exactly degenerate, even a small off-diagonal contribution leads
to large mixing and therefore it is necessary to renormalise as we have done here.
We then see that in fact this system gives a vanishing asymmetry.
We conclude from the above study of the γ = 0 case that degenerate rhd neutri-
nos with different Yukawa couplings do not lead to a one-loop self-energy leptogenesis
contribution. For the resonant leptogenesis mechanism to work it is essential to have
at least two sources of flavor breaking, so we now turn to the analysis with γ 6= 0.
5 Two sources of flavour breaking: The γ 6= 0 case
When γ 6= 0 in eq.(11) a second source of flavour structure is introduced, and as we
will argue in this Section, it can give Iij factors which can be as large as 1 and Sij
factors naturally close to the resonance, that is to say of order MNi/2Γi, leading to
CP asymmetries of order one.
To convince oneself that the CP-asymmetry can now be non-zero, it is useful to
choose a special form for the three by three 〈Z〉 = aZijmI matrix in eq. (11) such
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that the off-diagonal terms in the total mass matrix of eq.(11) cancel between the
β- and γ-dependent terms, but leaving non-trivial diagonal entries MRN = MN I +
diag(δMN1 , δMN2, δMN3) where δMN1 < δMN2 < δMN3 . The δMNi are naturally of
size m3/2(m3/2/MP), and can be chosen to be positive, leading to a mass splitting
of the same order.6 Since the total mass matrix is a diagonal matrix the Yukawa
couplings in this case do not need to be rotated to the mass eigenstate basis and
Iij is therefore just a function of the lowest order Yukawa coupling matrix λij . In
addition, one can re-express the total asymmetry as
εtot = −A21I21 − A31I31 −A32I32 (17)
where εtot =
∑
i εi, the Iij ’s are defined in eq. (14), and with all Aij ’s in eq.(17)
being the positive quantities:
Aij =
MiMj
8pi
∆M2ij
[ |λλ†|jj
(∆M2ij)
2 +M2i Γ
2
j
+
|λλ†|ii
(∆M2ij)
2 +M2j Γ
2
i
]
. (18)
It is now easy to see that one can choose a form for the Yukawa couplings such that,
eg, I21 = I31 = 0 while I32 6= 0 and A32 6= 0. Thus εtot is non zero in this case.
This completes the existence proof that γ 6= 0 can lead to non-zero asymmetries as
claimed.
Moreover, general forms for the Yukawas and 〈Zij〉A’s will produce independent
AijIij terms and consequently give rise to a non zero asymmetry, and applying the
relations displayed in eq. (15) we get,
εtotal ∼ − 1
8pi
(aI21 + bI31 + cI32). (19)
where a, b, c are O(1) coefficients arising from the self-energy terms in eq.(18). A
straightforward numerical investigation of the dependence of eq.(19) on the forms
and phases of the effective Yukawa matrix λij, together with the α and β terms of the
mass matrix eq. (11), shows that it is simple to find cases where aI21+bI31+cI32 ∼ 17.
Furthermore, for natural values of the model parameters, the produced lepton
asymmetry is not suppressed by any wash-out effect. The Yukawa couplings which
are of order 10−7 − 10−8 give a decay width smaller than the Hubble constant and
therefore will not induce any wash-out effect via decay or via scatterings, neither
6This example requires a tuning between both contributions of eq. (11) but it is convenient to
demonstrate that a large asymmetry can be obtained.
7Note, that unlike the usual see-saw model based leptogenesis case, one cannot re-write the Iij ’s
in terms of the solar and atmospheric neutrino mass-squared differences, mixing angles, and phases
in the conventional way. The reason for this is that the light neutrino spectrum is dominantly
set by the one-loop contribution of eq. (6) which depends upon the B-term susy- and lepton-
number-breaking mass of the sneutrinos, with only small corrections (possibly leading to the small
∆m2
solar
/∆m2
atm
light neutrino hierarchy) arising from a tree-level see-saw contribution depending
upon λ in the usual way, see Ref.[18].
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in the Boltzmann equation of the Ni number density nor in the Boltzmann equa-
tion of the lepton number density. Moreover the A-terms, even if large, A ∼ TeV,
cannot change this result because they can effect the Ni number densities only via
scatterings which are also suppressed by Yukawa couplings, and they do not affect
the lepton number density because they can break lepton number only when ac-
companied by Yukawa couplings or by a B term which is also very suppressed. In
particular, it can be checked that the potentially dangerous L˜+H ↔ N˜ ↔ L˜∗+H∗
process induced by two A terms and a B term has in fact a rate smaller than the Hub-
ble constant. Thus the produced nL/s can be naturally of order εNi/g⋆ ∼ εNi/100
and therefore from the above discussion can be naturally as large as 1/(100 · 8pi)
for order one couplings! To our knowledge, this is the only model of thermal lep-
togenesis which can lead naturally to such a large asymmetry. Note however that
the asymmetry can be rapidly suppressed if we allow the phase to be non-maximal
and the couplings to be not all of order unity. Any deviation of the constants h,
aX , or aZ by one order of magnitude in eq.(18) can lead to several orders of magni-
tude suppression of the asymmetry. This can lead easily to the CMBR-determined
experimental value: nB/nγ = 6.1
+0.3
−0.2 · 10−10 [27].
What about the testability of our model? The main attractive point here is that
since we have large A terms the sneutrinos could be observed quite easily and allow
one to test to a large extent the one-loop diagrams at the origin of the neutrino
mass. From the additional discovery of supersymmetry we could in further conclude
that TeV-scale right-handed neutrinos also must exist. Although the later could not
be observed because they can be produced only by the tiny Yukawa couplings, the
primary ingredients of our TeV-scale leptogenesis mechanism could thus be tested.
6 Conclusions
In summary, in the framework of softly broken supersymmetric theories we have pro-
posed a natural model of resonant leptogenesis utilizing TeV scale rhd neutrinos, Ni.
Our discussion is based upon recent models of the generation of light neutrino masses
from supersymmetry-breaking effects, which provide a natural explanation for the
presence of rhd neutrinos at the TeV scale, and for the small Yukawa couplings and
B-terms necessary for the correct resulting light neutrino spectrum. We show that
these properties also lead to large cosmological lepton asymmetries, via the resonant
behavior of the one-loop self-energy contribution to Ni decay. The model addresses
the primary problems of previous phenomenological studies of low-energy leptogen-
esis: a rational for small Yukawa couplings so that the out-of equilibrium condition
on the Ni decay is satisfied; the origin of tiny, but non-zero mass splitting required
between at least two Ni masses; and the necessary non-trivial breaking of flavour
symmetries in the rhd neutrino sector. The low mass-scale of the rhd neutrinos and
their superpartners, and the weak-scale A-terms automatically contained within the
model, offer opportunities for partial direct experimental tests of this leptogenesis
mechanism at future colliders.
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